
Get protection & prevention
from undesirable situation

INTRODUCING
Differently-abled person’s

toilet alarm system



Having a differently-abled persons’ toilet alarm system installed in your residential or 
commercial property is significantly essential if a mobility-impaired or differently-abled person’s will 
be using your toilet or bathroom. A differently-abled toilet alarm is a simple yet extremely useful 
system that can be facilely installed in all sorts of bathrooms and helps to alert and notify fellow 
building dwellers if any differently-abled person’s is in trouble or distress while using the toilet or 
bathroom. These alarms are triggered and activated by pulling on a cord. This differently-abled 
person’s toilet alarm system also ensures the safety of a differently-abled person’s while on the 
property and enables more independence and privacy while using the bathroom. 

This differently-abled persons’ toilet alarm system is available as a single zone kit that can be 
expanded up to 4 zones (where one zone is usually used for each toilet). It has been designed for 

use in differently-abled persons’ abodes to meet the requirements of BS8300.

Synopsys Tech Pvt. Ltd., A-001, Fressia CHS Ltd., Baburao Ranade Marg, Off. L.M. Road, Behind Bank of 
India, Dahisar (W), Mumbai - 400 068.

Tel. : 022 - 28904500 / 6800 / 6500  |  Email : info@synopsystech.com  
Website : www.synopsystech.com

Contact

Health Centers Sheltered Housing Public Buildings

Commercial Buildings Care Homes Assisted Living Establishments

Shops Schools

Sports Facilities Cinema

Granny Flats

Ideally suited for

Simple 2 wire operation for all field devices

Control Panel supporting up to 4 zones

Simple maintenance 

On-board buzzer in both Control Panel 

Zone LED indication on Control Panel

Full range of field devices available (i.e. Pull Cord, Cancel, Reset & Remote Indicator)

Control Panel with potential free alarm output for BMS integration.

Differently abled WC sticker

Let us walk you through the differently-abled toilet alarm features


